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Abstract
Improving Omnidirectional Camera-Based Robot Localization
Through Self-Supervised Learning
Robert Relyea
Supervising Professor: Dr. Raymond Ptucha
Autonomous agents in any environment require accurate and reliable
position and motion estimation to complete their required tasks. Many
different sensor modalities have been utilized for this task such as GPS,
ultra-wide band, visual simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM),
and light detection and ranging (LiDAR) SLAM. Many of the traditional
positioning systems do not take advantage of the recent advances in the
machine learning field. In this work, an omnidirectional camera position
estimation system relying primarily on a learned model is presented.
The positioning system benefits from the wide field of view provided by
an omnidirectional camera. Recent developments in the self-supervised
learning field for generating useful features from unlabeled data are also
assessed. A novel radial patch pretext task for omnidirectional images
is presented in this work. The resulting implementation will be a robot
localization and tracking algorithm that can be adapted to a variety of
environments such as warehouses and college campuses. Further experiv

vi

ments with additional types of sensors including 3D LiDAR, 60 GHz wireless, and Ultra-Wideband localization systems utilizing machine learning
are also explored. A fused learned localization model utilizing multiple
sensor modalities is evaluated in comparison to individual sensor models.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Autonomy is rapidly growing in many industrial sectors including transportation, mining, and material handling. Accurate localization is integral for effective, efficient, and safe operations in these applications. An
agent must understand its current position in the environment in order
to perform any tasks that require movement to a new location. Sensors
such as omnidirectional cameras and 3D LiDARs provide many features
but require specialized methods for extracting important information. In
this work a warehouse robot localization technique using a learned omnidirectional camera model is presented and evaluated on real-world data.
This approach is also expanded to several different sensor types including a Velodyne VLP-16 3D LiDAR, a TP-Link 60 GHz wireless router,
and a Decawave Ultra-Wideband beacon system. Each of these sensors
have different types of machine learning architectures designed to suit
their specific datatypes. In addition to the independent sensor models, a
1
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multimodal model encompassing multiple sensor types is also evaluated.
For applications where it is not economically feasible to collect and
annotate large amounts of localization data, generating a model to automatically extract these features is challenging. Many find success training models on smaller datasets when applying transfer learning. This
approach involves initializing a network with weights trained from a different task with a larger dataset. A commonly used dataset in transfer
learning for image-based networks is ImageNet [5]. This dataset contains
1.2 million images with 1000 different classification labels.
An alternate approach for transfer learning is self-supervision. Selfsupervised learning involves training a network on a task that can be
automatically generated from unlabelled data. An advantage of this approach is the ability to pre-train a network using unlimited unsupervised
data from the same modality as the target task. In the case of this work,
omnidirectional camera images with position labels serve as the dataset
for the target localization task while unlabelled omnidirectional images
are used for self-supervised pre-training. A self-supervised pre-training
scheme can improve the performance of these supervised models, especially when the target task’s dataset is limited in size. Unlabelled images
are trivial to collect without the need for human annotation.
A prototype of the robot platform the used for experimentation is
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shown in Figure 1.1. The differential-drive RoboSavvy platform houses
a laptop for data collection and navigation. Sensors equipped include a
Kodak PixPro sp360 4K omnidirectional camera, a Velodyne VLP-16 3D
LiDAR, radio frequency-based localization sensors, and wheel encoders.
As the warehouse localization technology presented in this work advances, applications to additional platforms will be investigated. The
next iteration of autonomous warehouse agents is comprised of a fullsize Raymond Corporation forktruck shown in Figure 1.2. This platform
brings new challenges including vastly different sensor placement and an
increased focus on safety precautions. With the additional platform size
also comes additional sensor placement possibilities. Many more imaging
and distancing sensors can be equipped to further improve localization
and general autonomy.

1.1

Contributions

Direct contributions from this work include independent machine learningbased localization architectures for various sensors and datatypes, a combined multimodal model for processing input from multiple sensor sources,
and a novel radial patch self-supervised pretext task for omnidirectional
camera image tasks.
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Figure 1.1: The autonomous platform used to collect localization sensor samples for model training and evaluation. Several sensors including a Kodak
PixPro sp360 4K omnidirectional camera, a Velodyne VLP-16 3D LiDAR, a
TP-Link 60 GHz router, and a Decawave Ultra-Wideband beacon provide an
abundance of features useful for robot localization.
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Figure 1.2: The autonomous Raymond forktruck platform. Localization and
sensing technology developed on the smaller test platform from Figure 1.1 can
be deployed and expanded upon using this larger experimental robot.

Chapter 2

Background
Accurate and robust robot positioning and tracking is a quintessential
component for any autonomous system. Warehouse robots aid with logistics by transporting and organizing stock for receiving, shipping, and
human pickers in various levels of autonomy. Accurate localization is
critical for locating the correct product and ensuring the desired dropoff location is achieved. Autonomous passenger vehicles are also not
exempt from these localization requirements. Not only should an autonomous platform be able to localize in commonly traveled areas such
as cities, they should be capable of tracking their motion through previously unknown environments. Popular approaches employ simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM) techniques using on-board perception
for inside-out tracking and localization. Outside-in tracking and localiza-

7
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tion systems may utilize infrastructure placed in the environment such
as GPS, millimeter-wave (5G), or embedded visual/electromagnetic landmarks. Intermediate motion estimation between positioning updates for
these systems may make use of wheel encoders or inertial measurement
units (IMUs) if present on the target platform. Some systems may seek
to eliminate the need for any external motion estimators and make use
of only one modality for positioning and tracking. This is a common
occurrence for SLAM based approaches utilizing cameras or LiDAR.

2.1

SLAM Based Approaches

There are many different implementations of SLAM which can provide
accurate position estimation and environment reconstruction from sensor
information. Hess et al. [6] presented a LiDAR-based SLAM implementation with a low overhead loop-closure implementation. This implementation serves as the backend for Google’s popular Cartographer SLAM
package for use with both 3D and 2D LiDARs to provide accurate pose
estimation and map construction. With a SLAM scheme, the environment reconstruction is improved over time as loop closures are detected
and features sampled multiple times are refined. This can help to offset
any propagated positioning and mapping errors over time.
Another 3D LiDAR-based odometry and SLAM implementation was
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presented by Zhang et al. [7] that operates without the need for an inertial measurement unit. The system operates using high frequency and
low resolution odometry which is coupled with low frequency and high
resolution point matching.
The visual odometry implementation shown by Forster et al. [8,9] operates directly on pixel intensity values. Low power consumption allows
for the algorithm to be run on lightweight aerial platforms.The latest
iteration of the implementation combines direct pixel tracking and triangulation methods in conjunction with feature-based methods for improved reliability. Alignment of features across multiple cameras was
also investigated. Zhang et al. [10] adapted the original visual odometry
implementation from [8] to investigate the performance with perspective,
fisheye, and omnidirectional cameras. Frames were generated in a simulated environment to produce easily comparable results. Findings were
in favor of the omnidirectional camera although point triangulation accuracy suffered from the very wide field of view. This visual odometry and
mapping method will serve as the baseline for the custom implementation
presented in this paper.
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Machine Learning Based Approaches

There have been several different approaches to applying machine learning to scene recognition and localization. A classification-based place
recognition system was presented by Chen et al. [11] utilized images
captured from many outdoor cameras to train a convolutional neural
network for location classification. This network was found to be fairly
robust to changes in viewpoint and season. This classification localization approach is similar to the omnidirectional camera system proposed
in this work.
Machine learning has also been used to augment existing approaches
to the robot localization task. The Dynamic-SLAM system proposed by
Xiao et al. [12] builds upon the ORB-SLAM feature-based visual SLAM
architecture presented by Mur-Artal et al. [13]. Dynamic-SLAM improves upon the original architecture by integrating a single-shot detector framework into the feature tracking architecture to determine which
features are best to track over time. Dynamic objects such as people
and other vehicles may not remain in the environment and are not suitable for constructing a long-term model. By utilizing a deep learning
architecture for detecting and classifying objects in an image, DynamicSLAM can intelligently weight the importance of features corresponding
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to different objects such as cars, buildings, and vegetation.
Attempts to generate machine learning models for feature detection
and correspondence have been made. These are important tasks for
any feature-based visual SLAM implementation which still primarily rely
on hand-crafted algorithms such as Oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF
(ORB) [14]. Progress towards training models for performing these tasks
has been presented by DeTone et al. [15] with their MagicPoint and MagicWarp network architectures. The system consists of an encoder-decoder
network to generate a heatmap for corner features present in an image
(MagicPoint) and a regression network for matching the detected corner
points across two images (MagicWarp). These networks were trained
on synthetic data generated through OpenCV [16] which contained simple geometric shapes. The system was evaluated on real-world images
containing similar geometry and produced promising results.
Another pose regression architecture was presented by Turan et al.
[17] to produce pose estimations for an endoscopic robot.

A train-

ing dataset was gathered consisting of images captured from an endoscopic robot at various locations inside a realistic surgical human stomach
model. The trained CNN model was able to produce a full six degrees of
freedom transformation matrix through regression with high accuracy.
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Motion Estimation

Several unsupervised methods for training unsupervised depth estimators
have been presented. The SfMLearner architecture presented by Zhou
et al. [18] is capable of estimating depth and camera motion from a
monocular video. This architecture can be trained in an unsupervised
manner using recorded monocular videos and known camera intrinsic
parameters. Stereo imagery can also provide the supervision required to
learn scene structure as shown by Godard et al. [19]. A drawback of this
stereo approach is the sparsity of stereo image data in comparison to
monocular image data. Both of these methods benefit from the reduced
annotation effort required when collecting datasets.
GeoNet presented by Yin et al. [20] expands upon SfMLearner by
producing static and dynamic object flow maps. The architecture can
determine what image regions may correspond to static environment
content and which may be dynamic objects. This information is useful for generating environment representations that are absent of any
non-static elements such as pedestrians or vehicles. Dynamic object information is also extremely useful for obstacle detection and avoidance
for autonomous agents.
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Self-Supervised Learning

Traditionally, learned approaches for image recognition tasks have been
limited to applications with large amounts of human-annotated training
data. Depending on the specific task this data can be extremely costly
in terms of human labor. A common approach to overcome this issue for
small datasets is transfer learning. Transfer learning involves initializing
the weights of a new neural network with weights learned from a similar
neural network trained on a large dataset such as ImageNet [5]. This
form of network weight initialization has shown improved results over
random weight initialization in many cases. Self-supervised learning is
an alternative approach for weight initialization. This method involves
the definition of at least one pretext task that can be performed on
unlabelled data. Some of the commonly explored pretext tasks include
image rotation, image restoration, and jigsaw-style tasks. Once training
has been performed on these tasks, the weights can be transferred to the
target downstream task. An ideal pretext task will populate a network
with important contextual features that are relevant to the target task.
2.4.1

Image Rotation Pretext Task

One of the simplest to implement pretext tasks for self-supervised learning is image rotation prediction. The image rotation method presented
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the image rotation self-supervision method proposed
by Gidaris et al. [1]. An input image X is rotated to one of four different
defined orientations and passed through a convolutional neural network. Each
of the networks predicts what degree of rotation has been applied to the input
image for each of the potential rotations.

by Gidaris et al. [21] illustrates a pipeline to train an image classifier
for image rotation prediction. Four potential classes are defined for 0°,
90°, 180°, and 270°image rotations. Each image provided to the classification network during training is transformed according to every class
before performing the forward model pass as shown in Figure 2.1. The
classification output layer of the model provides a confidence for each of
the four rotations. This prediction coupled with the automatic ground
truth generated for each rotated sample serves as the supervisory signal
for training the model.
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Image Restoration Pretext Task

A CNN can be trained to reconstruct occluded or destroyed regions of
images through self-supervised training. This is a simple task to program
and benefits from easily obtainable unlabelled data. An implementation
of this technique was shown by Pathak et al. [2] where regions of images
are removed to populate a self-supervised dataset. An illustration of the
input data and the model prediction for the contextual image inpainting
task is shown in Figure 2.2.A network is then trained to predict the values
of the missing pixels with a supervision signal generated from the original
image.
2.4.3

Image Patch Pretext Task

Splitting images into several patches and localizing each patch relative to
each other is a popular pretext task for self-supervised learning pipelines.
An implementation presented by Doersch et al. [1] involves extracting a
small grid of patches from an image. These patches are shuffled into a
random order and presented to a siamese neural network. An illustration
of this image patch extraction method and supervision signal is shown in
Figure 2.3. This network is trained to determine the original locations
of each patch, relative to each other.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the contextual image inpainting method proposed
by Pathak et al. [2]. A region of an unlabelled image is removed (a) with
trained inpainting model outputs shown (c, d). This method seeks to mimic
how humans make contextual assumptions about missing visual information.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the image patch extraction method proposed by
Doersch et al. [1]. Image patches are extracted in a three-by-three grid from
an unlabelled image. Two patches are presented to a siamese network which
determines their spatial relationship.
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Exemplar Pretext Task

Another self-supervised learning pipeline that takes advantage of simple
image operations is the Exemplar approach presented by Dosovitskiy et
al. [22]. Self-supervised training samples are generated by applying one
or more simple image transformations to a source image. These transformations can include translations, rotations, scaling, contrast adjustment,
and/or hue variation. Each of the samples is assigned a class label based
on the original image ID, where each image has a unique ID. A network
is then trained to distinguish between samples that came from different
original image IDs and samples that were generated from the same image
ID.
2.4.5

Self-Supervision in Robotics

Self-supervised and unsupervised learning methods have been applied to
a variety of robotics tasks as rich data from many different sensor sources
may be easily obtained. Pinto et al. [23] designed a self-supervision
pipeline to augment the limited dataset present for an object grasping task. Improved task performance was acheived through the integration of self-supervised pretraining in their task-specific model. The selfsupervised pretraining pipeline for robot localization augments a computer vision task in a similar manner to this method. Motion estimation
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through omnidirectional images has also been realized through the use of
unsupervised learning models. Wang et al. [24] integrate depth and pose
estimators to provide a scene tracking architecture using 360°images from
a camera feed. These models were trained on unlabelled data and still
provide good camera motion tracking results for full scene images similar
to those from the Kodak PixPro omnidirectional camera. The successes
shown from these previous applications of self-supervised and unsupervised learning in the robotics space give credence to the integration of a
similar pipeline for omnidirectional camera-based robot localization.

2.5

Multimodal Localization Approaches

Prior works have presented the fusion of both LiDAR and camera image information to provide a more robust position estimation. Wolcott
et al. [25] synthesized several different camera views using dense LiDAR
generated maps. An image retrieval scheme was created to compare
images from live camera data to those generated from the LiDAR generated maps. A strong match between the live camera frames and a
synthesized frame serves as the localization mechanic. A similar approach was presented by Caselitz et al. [26] which also utilizes LiDAR
generated maps and a live camera feed. Instead of synthesizing images
from the LiDAR map, this implementation produces sparse pointclouds
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from features detected in the live camera. These pointclouds are then
geometrically matched to the original LiDAR map to provide location
information.

Chapter 3

Methodology
The proposed approach will demonstrate the potential of an omnidirectional camera-based localization system powered by a deep-learning backend. Enhancements to training performance will be explored through the
rapidly developing self-supervised learning field. Further, the machine intelligence inspired localization approach will be applied to a variety of
additional sensor modalities including 3D LiDAR and radio frequency
information. A true multimodal approach to robot localization will be
presented.

3.1

Hardware

Various different types of hardware and communication interfaces were
used to enable a differential drive platform to perform localization ex-
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periments. Basic robot movement and odometry operations were implemented on a laptop using custom written Robot Operating System
nodes. Several sensors were configured to communicate with the robot
platform over USB and ethernet.
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Figure 3.1: Autonomous platform shown in Figure 1.1 with annotations over
each core component. Sensors equipped include a Kodak PixPro sp360 4K
omnidirectional camera (A), a Velodyne VLP-16 3D LiDAR (B), a Decawave
Ultra-Wideband beacon (C), and a TP-Link 60 GHz Wifi Router (D) serving
as a millimeter-wave client. An Alienware m15 R4 laptop equipped with an
Intel i7 8750H, 32GB of DDR4 memory, and an NVIDIA GTX 1060 (E) handles navigation and data collection routines. A RoboSavvy differential drive
base (F) receives wheel velocity commands from the controller laptop over
ethernet and provides instantaneous wheel velocity values through encoders.
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Sensors

Kodak PixPro Omnidirectional Camera

The Kodak PixPro sp360 4K is an omnidirectional camera is capable
of capturing an all-encompassing image of the surrounding environment,
from floor to ceiling in a full 360 degrees. Sensors can achieve this through
the use of either a conical mirror or a wide field-of-view lens. An example
image obtained from an omnidirectional camera can be seen in Figure 3.2
which was captured on the test robot platform inside a warehouse aisle.
The entirety of the ceiling above the robot and the floor surrounding can
be clearly seen through the omnidirectional camera. The received image
over USB has a resolution of 1440 × 1440 pixels.
VLP-16 3D LiDAR

A Velodyne VLP-16 3D LiDAR captures light-based distance returns
from a full 360 degree scan around the robot platform. Each of these
distance returns provides a three dimensional coordinate relative to the
sensor frame and a reflection intensity measurement. The maximum
rated range for this sensor is 120 meters and the minimum rated range is
0.5 meters. The sensor contains 16 independent light distancing modules
that sweep the environment. Depending on environment and reflection
conditions, each full 360 degree scan can contain around 30,000 distance
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Figure 3.2: Omnidirectional camera image taken using the Kodak PixPro
sp360 inside the warehouse testing environment.

points with a total of about 300,000 points per second. These points
are combined into a single pointcloud data structure with a visualization
shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Velodyne VLP-16 LiDAR distance returns visualized as a 3D pointcloud. Color variations between points show the reflection intensity of the objects detected. Total dimensions of this pointcloud can reach around 32,000,
but can vary due to poor reflection intensities or other environmental factors.
The environment visualized here is a warehouse aisle with a variety of shelf
contents. The location directly matches the one shown by the omnidirectional
camera image in Figure 3.2.
Decawave Ultra-Wideband Beacons

Decawave DWM1001 Ultra-Wideband development modules provide indoor localization capabilities for a variety of applications. For the robot
localization task, 28 of these modules served as anchor points that were
affixed to the ceiling in the warehouse testing environment. The anchor
points directly covering the warehouse testing region are shown in Figure
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3.4. Each of these anchor points provide Ultra-Wideband time-of-flight
information to an additional beacon placed on the robot platform. Communication to the beacon is handled over a USB serial connection to the
robot platform laptop. Due to limitations imposed by the development
modules, only the best four time-of-flight readings are provided to the
robot platform at any time.
TP-Link 60 GHz Routers

Several TP-Link Talon AD5700 wireless routers create a localization system similar to the Ultra-Wideband beacon system. A total of ten 60
GHz anchor point routers are attached to the warehouse ceiling and provide Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) data to a beacon router
located on the robot platform. Beacons placed over the testing region
are illustrated in Figure 3.4. Communication to the 60 GHz beacon is
handled over an ethernet connection to the robot platform laptop. Unlike
the Decawave Ultra-Wideband system, RSSI values from all available 60
GHz routers may be obtained at once so long as clear line of sight to the
anchor points is maintained.
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Figure 3.4: Radio frequency sensor anchor point placement locations in the
warehouse testing environment. Locations of the Decawave Ultra-Wideband
and the TP-Link 60 GHz wireless beacons which cover a single warehouse aisle
are shown.

3.1.2

Robo-Savvy Differential Drive Base

A differential drive robot base was procured for experimentation in the
warehouse environment. The Robo-Savvy Differential Drive Base shown
at the bottom of Figure 3.1 receives and executes wheel velocity com-
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mands via closed-loop control. Wheel encoder feedback is provided by
the differential drive base to the controlling laptop for tracking position
changes as the robot navigates. Communication to the differential drive
base is handled over a local ethernet connection.
3.1.3

Alienware m15 R4

Navigation and data collection routines are handled by an Alienware m15
R4 laptop. All sensor reading information is collected over USB or ethernet and processed on-board. The laptop has substantial computational
capabilities with an Intel i7 8750H, 32GB of DDR4 memory, and an
NVIDIA GTX 1060. The laptop may be powered by its internal battery
or through a charging port on the robot. The operating system installed
is Ubuntu 18.04. The Melodic Morenia distribution of the Robot Operating System is installed to provide useful robotics development libraries.
OpenCV provides the backend for simple image manipulation and saving. Pytorch 1.5 coupled with NVIDIA CUDA 10.1 is the environment
used for training and validating the robot localization machine learning
models. Tensorboard was utilized for visualizing training metrics such as
accuracy and loss. SQLite was used for organizing the robot localization
data and ensuring each sample for every sensor was correctly matched
with a ground truth coordinate.
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Robot Operating System

Robot Operating System (ROS) is a collection of programs and libraries
that assist with robotic application development. ROS provides a simple publisher and subscriber interface to exchange information between
many programs called “nodes”. Nodes can be written to accept, process,
and publish information depending on the desired task. In this work,
all data collection routines are written as ROS nodes that accept data
from all sensors and compile it into datasets. VLP-16 3D LiDAR pointclouds and omnidirectional camera images are published using previously
written ROS nodes that communicate with these devices. Simple text
publication nodes were written to interface with the Ultra-Wideband
and 60 GHz sensors. Platform operation nodes were written to receive
platform velocity commands and translate them to independent wheel
velocity commands using differential drive inverse kinematics. The platform operation node also receives the odometry information provided by
the Robo-Savvy differential drive base and integrates the robot position
over time using differential drive forward kinematics. The odometry is
broadcast over the ROS tf2 transform interface to provide all nodes with
accurate robot position and motion information relative to the robot’s
starting point. An graphical illustration of the custom platform controller
node is shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Graphical illustration of the platform controller ROS node interacting with the base robot platform over serial communications. The rosserial
node communicates to the RoboSavvy Differential Drive base platform over
RJ45 ethernet. Topics published by the serial node include left and right wheel
angular velocities. Topic subscriptions maintained by the serial node include
direct wheel velocity commands. The odometry topics are subscribed to by
the custom platform controller node. This node integrates these wheel velocities over time to produce an odometry transform which is then broadcast to
all other nodes. The platform controller receives platform velocity commands
and translates them into independent wheel velocities using inverse kinematics. These wheel velocities are published for the rosserial node to receive.

3.2

Self-Supervised Learning

The effectiveness of using omnidirectional camera image-based localization approach depends heavily on the quality of features extracted from
omnidirectional images. Small annotated datasets are limited in their
ability to promote quality feature learning in neural networks. Large
amounts of data are ideal for training these networks and transferring
pretrained weights from a model trained on a larger dataset is commonly
used as a starting point for smaller datasets. Something to consider with
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this approach is the overall training energy required for this operation.
Training a model on a large dataset such as ImageNet requires accessing over one million training samples which can take many days to fully
train depending on the compute resources available. It would be beneficial to acquire similarly useful weights for the omnidirectional network
without the large computational investment required for large datasets
like ImageNet. In order to generate important contextual features from
omnidirectional images, a self-supervised pretraining pipeline requiring
much less training energy was designed.
3.2.1

Pretext Task Definition

Inspiration was drawn from the image patch localizer scheme presented
by Doersch et al. [1] where patches are extracted and presented to a
siamese network in a random order. This scheme is illustrated in Figure
2.3 with several input images. The original order of these shuffled patches
is preserved as the ground truth for each sampled image. The result is a
supervised task that requires no human annotation input for any sample.
The self-supervised pretext task defined for omnidirectional images is
heavily influenced by this work in hopes to emulate the success in a
different computer vision task.
This approach has been re-imagined for omnidirectional images. In-
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Figure 3.6: Omnidirectional camera image split into six radial patches and
a single center patch. The center patch is composed of a randomly selected
outer radius and a randomly shifted centroid coordinate. The radial patches
are subject to random arc lengths and random inner/outer radii. Each radial
patch has an assigned position label which will determine the sample ground
truth after shuffling the patch positions. The number of radial patches can be
specified during the self-supervised dataset generation routine.

stead of extracting rectangular regions from a rectangular portrait image,
radial regions are extracted form an omnidirectional image as illustrated
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in Figure 3.6. By spanning the patch over an arc rather than a rectangle, the sampled patches become rotation invariant in omnidirectional
images. Rectangular regions extracted from omnidirectional images are
subject to varying amounts of radial distortion due to the extremely large
field of view. It is important for any self-supervised pretext task to be
free of these non-task related artifacts. Artifacts such as lens distortion or chromatic aberration can promote features that are not useful for
downstream tasks. In the rectangular patch implementation described
by Doersch et al. [1] all image patches are resized to 227 × 227 pixels
to match the input dimensions of their CNN architecture. These resized rectangular patches serve as input to a siamese CNN where the
convolutional weights are identical for each image patch. The resulting
feature vectors (4096) produced by the siamese CNNs are concatenated
across all N input patches creating a vector of size 4096 × N . This final
vector is passed into the contextual patch prediction head of the network. For the proposed radial patch pretext task, a single input image
is provided to a CNN rather than multiple separate image patches to a
siamese CNN. Instead of resizing the radial patches to match the input
dimension of the ResNet18 CNN, the area around the patches is masked
with white pixels. The remaining image contains only the radial patches
and the center patch while all other pixels are white. The entire image
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containing all patches is then resized to match the ResNet18 CNN input
dimensions (224 × 224). This method simplifies the training scheme for
pretext task learning as only a single image is required for training rather
than multiple patches with a static CNN feature vector size of 1000 before
classification. The patch count may also be easily increased or decreased
as only the prediction output vector dimension will change with this implementation. The siamese CNN approach for patch localization would
require additional CNN passes as well as a redefined combined feature
vector since the total number of features from all input patches would
change for different patch counts.
3.2.2

Data Collection

The main strength of self-supervised pretraining comes from the ease of
collecting and annotating training data. The samples used during pretraining require no human input for supervision. Labels are generated for
free in substantially less time than a human annotator would require. For
the proposed robot localization system, these images are captured any
time the robot is in motion through any environment. Omnidirectional
images are captured whenever the base robot platform travels more than
0.2 meters from the previously recorded sample position. This ensures
that the unlabelled samples are unique. This data was easily obtained in
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both the target warehouse as well as the RIT campus.
3.2.3

Data Annotation

Each of the unlabelled omnidirectional camera samples are processed for
self-supervised patch generation. A random rotation is first applied before extracting the center and surrounding radial patches. The center
patch has a randomly generated radius and a slight random jitter applied to the centroid position. The minimum and maximum center patch
radius bounds as well as the maximum jitter magnitudes are parameterized and can be tuned. The radial patch count is also parameterized
and the inner and outer radii are generated in a similar manner to the
center patch radius. Arc start and stop angles for the radial patches are
also randomly generated with user specifiable boundaries. The resulting
patches are shuffled and compiled into a single image as a training sample. Each sample is coupled with the corresponding original radial patch
positions for use during self-supervised pretraining.
With increasing patch counts comes a dramatic increase in the total
number of potential shuffled patch configurations. For example, a four
patch network would need to account for all possible patch permutations
which would be 24 in a four-pick-four setup. This is still manageable
for this application as a pool 23,000 different unlabeled images to gen-
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erated these patches from is available. With the six patch network this
increases to 720 possible patch permutations which is still manageable.
Eight patches brings the total number of configurations to over 40,000
and ten patches takes the total above 3.6 million. This approach is limited in its scalability as it must consider all possible patch position permutations in the current training scheme. Noroozi et al. [27] performed
ablation studies observing the effect of limiting the sampled permutation
set for a nine patch self-supervised pretraining scheme. Intelligently picking permutations to balance task ambiguity and simplicity could enable
larger patch counts to be more easily used in future work.
3.2.4

Pretext Task Training Methodology

From the set of unlabelled omnidirectional camera images, two radial
patch samples are generated for each image. The total number of radial
patch images utilized for self-supervised network pretraining amounts
to about 23,000. Radial patch datasets are generated for several patch
counts including two, three, four, five, six, and seven patch samples.
The training routine for these networks spans 100 epochs with an initial
learning rate of 0.01 for the Stochastic Gradient Descent optimizer. The
pretext task networks are initialized with either ImageNet pretrained
weights or randomly initialized weights. The learning rate decays by one
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tenth every 20 epochs. Ground truth labels for each input sample are
compiled as multi-hot vectors representing the original locations of each
radial patch. An illustration of this encoding is shown in Figure 3.7.
The number of patches selected for dataset generation will determine
the dimension of the pretext task model’s final classification layer. Total
training time for the self-supervised models lands below two and a half
hours consistently.
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Figure 3.7: Omnidirectional camera image radial patch dataset generation
pipeline. Radial and center patches are extracted from omnidirectional camera
images and shuffled to random locations. Each sample generated in this selfsupervised dataset compilation routine has a ground truth label comprised
of the original radial patch locations. This label contains a multi-hot vector
where each patch occupies a one-hot vector of size N where N is the total
number of patches. The length of the of the complete multi-hot vector is N 2 .
In the illustrated case, the number of patches is four and the total length of
the sample label is 16.
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Pretext Task Weight Transfer

The fully trained radial patch pretext task network produces features
that may be useful for target omnidirectional camera image tasks. To
take advantage of these features the convolutional neural network weights
are extracted from the fully trained pretext model to initialize the target
task network. An illustration of this operation is shown in Figure 3.8.

3.3

Positioning System

An important component for robot path planning is an accurate and robust global positioning system. Implementations vary greatly depending
on the environment and application. Indoor robots for example may not
be able to use GPS or magnetometers effectively. In this work, absolute
robot positioning will be performed using position-labeled images taken
from an omnidirectional camera in the robot’s operating environment.
The ground truth for these images will include a globally defined x and y
coordinate. These labelled samples will be used to train a convolutional
neural network to perform classification for each potential coordinate.
The output vector will consist of confidence values for each of the potential coordinates for any image passed through the network. Prior work
has been performed using this approach with success at a smaller scale
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of the self-supervised pretext task weight transfer operation. A pretext network trained to determine the original ordering of omnidirectional image radial patches will be used to initialize a target task network.
Due to the inconsistent weight dimensions of the classification layers between
the two models, only the convolutional neural network weights are preserved
during network initialization.

(a single warehouse aisle, 70ft by 6ft.) The model utilizes features generated from the ResNet18 architecture [3, 4] which are fed into either a
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fully connected classification layer or a two-layer regressor for x and y
coordinates.
3.3.1

Image Classification

Figure 3.9: Proposed robot position localization architecture. Position labelled
omnidirectional camera frames are used for training and evaluating a position
classification network based on the ResNet18 architecture [3, 4].

3.3.2

Data Collection

Annotated data for the positioning system is collected in a semi-automated
manner. Coordinates used as reference for ground truth annotations
are marked on the ground in the environment. The robot is aligned
with these coordinates using lasers to orient the x,y, and heading. Once
aligned, the robot travels along the x axis for a user-specified distance.
Omnidirectional camera samples are collected as the robot travels which
are labeled using the starting coordinate and accumulated odometry
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readings. Images captured between the specified labelled positions are
utilized for the self-supervised pretraining scheme. An illustration of each
collected coordinate in the warehouse aisle is shown in Figure 3.10.
Position-stamped sensor data collection was performed in a semiautonomous manner. A total of six Y positions are considered in a
single warehouse aisle. For each of these six positions, a hand measured
and placed marker is present on the warehouse floor. These markers are
arranged in rows to cover each of the potential Y positions. One of these
Y position rows is shown in Figure 3.11. Multiple Y position rows are
placed through the entire aisle to cover all potential X positions. The
robot will track its position in the X axis through wheel encoder information as it performs data collection. This method reduces the total
number of sticker rows needed to cover the entire aisle as the robot can
reliably track its position in the X axis up to around 12 foot increments.
Each of the marker rows is placed at most 12 feet apart to take advantage
of this method.
When starting a data collection session, the robot platform is manually placed at one of the six markers at the beginning of the aisle. Alignment to this marker is verified using a 3D printed laser pointer jig affixed
to the front of the robot. One laser pointer fires downward perpendicular to the floor which allows (X, Y ) alignment. A second laser pointer is
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directed straight ahead to the wall on the opposite end of the aisle. Six
lines of tape are placed on the wall which match the six columns of floor
markers. This ensures that the robot’s heading is pointed directly down
the aisle before recording any sensor readings. Once aligned, the robot
is instructed to travel 12 feet forward to the next row of floor markers.
Alignment to the next set of floor markers and the wall marker is verified
and corrected manually at each of these 12 foot intervals.
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Figure 3.10: Potential robot locations defined in a single warehouse aisle.
These locations comprise the output classes of the robot position classification
network shown in Figure 3.9. During data collection, sample readings from
all sensors are saved for each of the blue marked locations. There are a total
of 438 potential locations spaced evenly by a foot in the x and y dimensions.
The area covers a six-foot by 73-foot region.
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Figure 3.11: Manually placed floor markers to denote data collection positions
in the warehouse testing environment shown in Figure 3.10. These markers
are placed in rows of six where each marker is a foot apart. Multiple rows
spaced 12 feet apart cover the entire warehouse aisle.
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Training Methodology

Each potential robot position within the target warehouse aisle is represented by a class label when training a position classifier. All of the
possible robot positions within the aisle are shown in Figure 3.10. The
total number of classes for this single warehouse aisle is 438. The CNN
model chosen for this task is ResNet as presented by He et al. [3, 4]. To
adapt the model for this specific classification task, the final classification
layer of the original ResNet architecture is discarded and replaced with
a new classification layer containing 438 classes. This allows the ResNet
model to address each of the possible robot position classes. The ground
truth label for these position sensor samples is a 1:438 vector where the
current robot position is denoted with a value of one and every other
position a value of zero. The trained model will provide discrete position
predictions for every provided omnidirectional camera sample. Potential
shortcomings of this approach include limited scalability. As the operating area of the robot expands past a single aisle, additional position
classes will need to be defined which will result in a large amount of
classification layer parameters to optimize. The predicted positions are
also not continuous in this classification setup. The robot position predictions are locked to a one foot square grid. If a robot is between two
potential positions, the prediction will be quantized to the closest inte-
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ger foot coordinate rather than an estimation between. This is not ideal
localization behavior for an autonomous system.
In addition to a classification localization model, a regression model
was also trained. Instead of defining the network output by the total
number of potential positions, the output can be defined as an X and Y
coordinate. This coordinate prediction can provide continuous position
estimates as opposed to the discrete estimates offered by the classification model. The regression model can also be expanded more easily than
the classification model as there are no additional output parameters
required. The main limiting factor for the regression model is the availability of training data. All warehouse localization training data has
been collected with the classification approach in mind. Labeled samples exist only for the discrete warehouse aisle positions shown in Figure
3.10. Regression model prediction accuracy for samples taken between
these positions is therefore non-verifiable and could potentially behave
erratically during real-world deployment.
The classification and regression networks share the same training
dataset gathered from the warehouse environment. For each warehouse
position there are at least eight omnidirectional camera image samples
allocated for training. A total of 3,504 labeled training samples were used
for the warehouse localization network. At least three held-out valida-
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tion samples at every location (1,314 total) were used to evaluate model
performance during training. Ground truth labels are one-hot encoded
for the classification network. Cross-entropy loss serves as supervision
during training which is performed over 100 epochs. Stochastic Gradient
Descent served as the optimizer during training with an initial learning
rate of 0.01. Every 25 epochs the learning rate decays by a power of ten.
The regression model sample labels are composed of an X and Y coordinate with SmoothL1Loss as the loss function. Other training details
are identical between the two models.

3.4

Multimodal Localization

In a dynamic warehouse environment some sensors may be better predisposed for certain regions or scenarios than others. For example, an
omnidirectional camera image provides a great view of the surrounding
environment but it may be limited to illuminated areas. Should a power
outage or circuit trip occur, the omnidirectional camera may fail to provide sufficient features for localization. Similar drawbacks are present
for radio frequency-based sensors such as the Decawave Ultra-Wideband
beacon or the TP-Link 60 GHz router. If line-of-sight between these
beacons on the robots and the anchor points on the ceiling is lost, system performance will be severely degraded. An ideal localization system
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should mitigate the fall-backs of any individual sensor with the strengths
of others.
3.4.1

Multimodal Architecture

The localization architecture defined for omnidirectional images can be
applied to many other sensors that provide useful environment features.
For each specific data type there is a specific machine learning architecture defined. For omnidirectional images, this architecture was a convolutional neural network as the modality was comprised of RGB images.
The other localization sensors produce different data structures that cannot be utilized with a convolutional neural network. This necessitates the
definition of multiple network architectures to cover every modality.
Radio Frequency Sensors

The simplest sensor modalities are the Decawave Ultra-Wideband positioning system and the TP-Link 60 GHz routers which provide time-offlight and Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) data respectively.
The dimensionality of these vectors is tied to the number of anchor
points present in the warehouse operating environment. For the Decawave Ultra-Wideband system, the time-of-flight vector contains 32 independent values. The TP-Link 60 GHz router system produces output
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Figure 3.12: Multi-modal localization classification network utilizing Decawave Ultra-Wideband beacon, TP-Link 60 GHz router, and omnidirectional
camera sensor inputs. Features from each of the modalities are extracted
using machine learning architectures appropriate for each datatype. The features produced for each modality are concatenated into a single feature vector
before passing into a final robot position classification layer.
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vectors of 10 RSSI values. Due to the relatively low dimensionality of
these two sensors, simple Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) networks were
defined as the feature encoders for these modalities. These encoders can
be paired with a classification layer for independent sensor localization.
Alternatively, the feature vectors can be concatenated with other sensor modalities to produce a multi-modal feature vector. A multimodal
classification network illustration is shown in Figure 3.12.
3D LiDAR Sensor

The previous localization sensor modalities benefit from statically structured data. Every omnidirectional image will be the same resolution.
Each of the radio-frequency sensor vectors will maintain the same dimensions. The readings from 3D LiDARs such as the Velodyne VLP-16
do not have this characteristic. This sensor produces distance readings
to objects in the surrounding environment in the form of a pointcloud
as shown in Figure 3.3. Due to the nature of LiDARs, distance returns
may be invalid and rejected which causes the total number of produced
points to vary. To mitigate this unstructured data issue, a specialized
feature encoder network that can accommodate this data was utilized
for this sensor modality. The PointNet++ architecture presented by Qi
et al. [28] was utilized for the Velodyne VLP-16 3D LiDAR pointcloud
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readings.
3.4.2

Sensor Dropout

During the multimodal architecture training routine, some sensor readings may be omitted at random for a training sample. This additional
step is performed in order to reduce the model’s reliance on any individual sensor. In a warehouse environment, some sensors may be rendered
inoperable or their data may be unusable. The omnidirectional camera
may not produce usable images if the lighting in the environment fails.
The UWB and 60 GHz wireless sensors may lose coverage if they cannot maintain good line-of-sight with the ceiling anchor points. Ideally,
the multimodal sensor model will still be able to localize accurately even
with the omission of one or two sensors. At least one sensor sample is
maintained for every training sample to ensure that the model will have
features for localization. Currently, each sensor has a uniform likelihood
of being omitted from the training sample.
Additionally, environments such as warehouses may have common visual features or patterns across multiple different locations. For example,
many of the warehouse aisles in the warehouse testing environment have
nearly identical ceiling structure and shelf placement. Shelf contents will
rarely remain the same in an active warehouse which leaves very little to
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distinguish the different aisles. Even though the omnidirectional camera
localization model may perform well in a single aisle experiment, it may
have trouble determining the specific aisle a robot is located in if the
aisles are similar. In these situations it is useful to have a sensor modality that can distinguish between the aisles regardless of their symmetry.
The 60 GHz and UWB systems rely on identifiable anchor points placed
throughout the warehouse. Since these anchor points can be individually identified by the robot platform, the symmetry between the aisles as
observed by the omnidirectional camera model is no longer an issue.
Another potential issue that may arise from relying on the omnidirectional camera localization model alone is inconsistent environment
lighting. Incandescent lights illuminate the testing environment and several burnt out over the course of this work. Since the omnidirectional
camera model may learn to rely on features contributed by these lights,
this issue could potentially reduce localization performance. Unlike shelf
contents which are naturally varied in an active warehouse, ceiling features cannot be easily controlled during data collection. Piping and ducts
provide useful static ceiling features but lighting may be unreliable and
cannot be manually manipulated in an active warehouse. A potential
solution to this issue which can be explored in future work would be a
form of data augmentation to simulate lighting variations. This could be
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achieved through a simple overhead light detection and obfuscation algorithm using computer vision primitives. Simply artificially dimming the
lights in an image may not produce a realistic looking sample and may
not remedy this issue. Uřičář et al. [29] successfully applied generative
adversarial networks (GANs) to perform advanced data augmentation on
road images. These augmentations included weather variations and dirt
on the camera lens. This method of synthesizing realistic scene variations could be applied to images recorded in the warehouse. Realistically
synthesized lighting variations in the environment may help make the
model more robust to lighting variations in the field.

Chapter 4

Results
4.1

Weight Initialization Techniques

The weight initialization techniques utilized for the robot localization
target task include random initialization, ImageNet pretrained initialization, self-supervised pretrained initialization, and ImageNet pretrained
self-supervised pretrained initialization. Several different omnidirectional
patch extraction configurations were utilized to determine the ideal number of extracted patches.

4.2

Robot Localization Results

From all of the available sensor data collected, several robot localization
datasets were composed for model evaluation. A breakdown of these
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Table 4.1: Warehouse localization model datasets composed for multiple sensor
configurations.
Dataset Name

Sensors Present

Training Samples per Sensor

Validation Samples per Sensor

Warehouse1
Warehouse2
Warehouse3

Omni Camera, 60 GHz Wireless, UWB
Omni Camera, 3D LiDAR
Omni Camera

3,504
2,190
3,504

876
876
1,314

datasets is shown in Table 4.1 detailing the sensor types and number of
complete aisle sweeps present in each. Some warehouse data collection
sessions omitted sensors which necessitated the creation of these separate
datasets.
Classification performance metrics for all weight initialization schemes
are shown in Table 4.2. The ImageNet pretrained robot localization network achieved the highest classification accuracy of 96.02% with the four
patch self-supervised pretrained network trailing at 93.38% classification
accuracy. The classification network with self-supervision pretraining
weights outperformed the randomly initialized network when trained using the same hyperparameters and epoch count. The network initialized
with ImageNet pretrained model weights outperformed all other networks
when trained on the robot localization task. Separately trained regression
network results were also compiled for each of the described configurations. Four patches proved to be the best performing self-supervised pretraining configuration with a steady decline in performance as the patch
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count increases to seven. The two patch configuration did not provide
a useful starting point for the robot classification network while three
patches performs significantly better as an initialization method. These
results illustrate the importance of balancing self-supervised pretext task
difficulty for the best overall performance. If a task is too simple or too
difficult, the pretraining pipeline will not provide a clear benefit for the
target task model. For both classification and regression, the ResNet18
models achieved an inference time of 2.7 milliseconds with a batch size
of one using an NVIDIA TITAN V with CUDA 10.1 and PyTorch 1.5.
Inference for the network while running on the Alienware m15r4 takes
31.5 milliseconds for a single sample.
When considering the computational and time resources for each of
the presented robot localization models there is a clear advantage for the
self-supervised pretrained models over the ImageNet pretrained models.
The best self-supervised model produced great localization results compared to random initialization with the only additional step being a two
and a half hour pretraining phase. The ImageNet pretrained models outperform all other initialization methods but this is only due to the high
amount of compute resources utilized to generate these starting weights.
The self-supervised methods trained faster with only around 23,000 samples compared to the longer ImageNet pretraining scheme requiring over
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Table 4.2: Omnidirectional camera localization model performance. Several
models with differing weight initialization methods are evaluated using a heldout validation dataset for warehouse localization.

Weight Initialization

Dataset Name

Epochs

L1 (meters)

Classification Accuracy

ImageNet
Random Gaussian

Warehouse3
Warehouse3

100
100

0.066
0.089

96.02%
86.56%

Randomly Init SS (Two Patches)
Randomly Init SS (Three Patches)
Randomly Init SS (Four Patches)
Randomly Init SS (Five Patches)
Randomly Init SS (Six Patches)
Randomly Init SS (Seven Patches)
ImageNet Init SS (Four Patches)

Warehouse3
Warehouse3
Warehouse3
Warehouse3
Warehouse3
Warehouse3
Warehouse3

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

0.126
0.073
0.070
0.074
0.076
0.079
0.069

15.06%
91.59%
93.38%
90.77%
89.89%
87.73%
93.59%

a million training samples.
4.2.1

Model Convergence

A distinguishing metric between the different types of weight initialization was model convergence during training. The losses observed for first
25 epochs of training for the four patch self-supervised pretrained, ImageNet initialized four patch self-supervised pretrained, ImageNet, and
randomly initialized models are illustrated in Figure 4.1. The two selfsupervised pretrained models start at a lower loss value during training
than the ImageNet pretrained and random initialized robot localization
models. Additionally, both of the self-supervised pretrained models converge faster on average than the other two traditional initialization methods.
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Figure 4.1: Training Loss for Self-Supervised, ImageNet, and Randomly initialized networks for the target warehouse localization task. Loss values are
averaged over five independent training runs for each initialization method
and recorded for 100 epochs. Learning rates are stepped down by a factor of
10 every 20 training epochs.
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Table 4.3: Localization model performance for various sensor configurations.
Performance metrics for the multimodal sensor model shown in Figure 3.12
are compiled. The omnidirectional camera model results shown here are from
a network with a more limited dataset than the network shown in Table 4.2.
This serves as a more direct comparison to the 60 GHz network as the training
data contains samples collected at identical times.

Sensor

Localization Dataset

Position Accuracy

Kodak Omnidirectional Camera
Decawave Ultra-Wideband
TP-Link 60 GHz
Multimodal (Omni, Ultra-Wideband, 60 GHz)
Velodyne 3D LiDAR

Warehouse1
Warehouse1
Warehouse1
Warehouse1
Warehouse2

92.63%
59.00%
24.67%
90.71%
46.36%

4.2.2

Multimodal Robot Localization Results

Performance of localization models trained on sensor data other than
the omnidirectional camera are shown in Table 4.3. The combined multimodal model containing omnidirectional camera image, Ultra-Wideband,
and 60 GHz features are also shown. Reduced performance for the multimodal model was observed, with a strong dependency on the features
provided by the omnidirectional camera. This demonstrates that more
work will be required to optimize the architecture of the multimodal
model as it performs worse than the omnidirectional camera alone.
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Table 4.4: Comparisons between different prior robot localization approaches
with the approach presented in this work. Performance metrics between the
implementations vary in unit due to the different specialized datasets and
evaluation methods for each of the works.

Method

Localization Type

Pose Output

Sensors

Performance

Proposed Method
Turan et al. [17]
Luo et al. [30]
Xu et al. [31]

Position Classification
Position Regression
Image Retrieval
Image Retrieval

[X, Y ]
[X, Y, Z, P itch, Roll, Y aw]
[X, Y, Z, P itch, Roll, Y aw]
[X, Y, Y aw]

Omni Camera
Mono Camera
RGB-D Camera
RGB-D Camera

96.02% Pose Accuracy
92.9% Pose Accuracy
RMSE X: 0.32, Y: 0.17, Z: 0.38
<40 cm Pose Error

4.3

Comparison to Existing Work

There have been many other machine learning-based localization implementations that follow a similar approach to this work. Due to the
variation in applications, quantitative comparisons between these methods cannot be easily established. A brief overview and comparison to
the method presented in this work is shown for each of the previously
published methods. Overall model details and performance metrics for
each of the published methods are shown in Table 4.4.
4.3.1

Six Degree-of-Freedom Pose Regression from Monocular
Images

Turan et al. [17] presented a six degree-of-freedom position estimation
system that relies on a CNN regressor scheme similar to the proposed
work. Monocular camera images captured on an endoscopic robot are
provided to a CNN trained for GI tract localization. Input frames are
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captured from the endoscopic robot and pose annotations are provided by
an external motion capture system. A regression head produces the six
degree-of-freedom pose estimation. An advantage of the approach shown
by Turan et al. [17] over the proposed method is the use of an external
motion capture system for image annotation. This system makes the data
collection routine much more easily repeatable as no human intervention
is required during the process. The pose estimation accuracy for the
work presented by Turan et al. [17] falls behind the best omnidirectional
camera localization model accuracy in the proposed work by 3.12% as
shown in Table 4.4.
4.3.2

RGB-D Fast Scene Recognition

The integration of an RGB-D image retrieval system for fast scene recognition with pose refinement on a pre-existing map was presented by Luo
et al. [30]. A network is trained to determine which pre-defined subsection of the environment most closely matches the current RGB-D image
captured by the robot platform. This course position estimation serves
as the starting point for pose and orientation refinement in a previously
collected environment map. An important benefit gained through the
integration of a supervised image retrieval model is faster course position
inference. An advantage of the method presented by Luo et al. [30] in
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comparison to the method presented in this work is the relaxed imagebased position estimation requirements. An image-based preliminary
localization stage provides courser position estimates than the method
presented in this work. This makes the data collection routines easier to
perform. A disadvantage of the image retrieval method is the reliance on
a previously collected 3D environment map for accurate pose refinement.
4.3.3

Monte Carlo Localization Fused with Image Retrieval

In the robot localization method presented by Xu et al. [31], RGB images
provide potential candidate locations through a trained image retrieval
system. These candidate locations provide a starting point for a laserbased Monte Carlo localization stage which provides a refined position
estimate. This final stage is also known as a particle filter and depends
on a previously generated environment map using LiDAR data. Through
repeated Monte Carlo localization iterations, localization estimation errors through this proposed method typically converged to less than 40
cm. An advantage of the method presented by Xu et al. [31] over the
proposed method is the eased data annotation requirements. Similarly to
the work presented by Luo et al. [30], the image retrieval stage provides
only a course position estimate which is then refined using a previously
collected environment map. Training a network to determine image simi-
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larity rather than robot pose outright provides a model that can be more
easily extended to new locations. The method shown by Xu et al. [31]
also has the disadvantage of relying on this previously collected map
whereas the proposed method does not.

Chapter 5

Conclusion
Several different autonomous warehouse robot localization systems were
investigated and presented in this work. The implementations varied in
terms of architecture, weight initialization, and sensor type. Several multimodal sensor datasets encompassing an aisle in a real warehouse testing
environment were compiled for supervised localization training. The Kodak PixPro sp360 4K omnidirectional camera was able to produce the
best localization performance out of all the sensors with a trained machine learning model. Several independent network architectures were
presented for the other sensors with each network designed for that specific sensor’s data structure. A combined multimodal network architecture was presented and performance metrics were compared to the independent sensor networks. Currently, the multimodal model lags behind
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the performance of the best independent sensor but improvements to the
architecture should be possible.
To improve the training performance for the omnidirectional camera
model, a novel radial patch self-supervised learning task was designed.
Parametrically written, the new pretext task library was evaluated for
several different patch count configurations. The self-supervised pretrained localization models were compared to ImageNet pretrained and
randomly initialized omnidirectional camera robot localization models.
While the best radial patch pretrained model was unable to beat the evaluation accuracy of the ImageNet pretrained model, it was able to beat
the randomly initialized model. When considering the complete computational footprint for all of the presented initialization methods, the selfsupervised pretraining scheme requires far less time using a much smaller
dataset compared to the monolithic ImageNet pretraining method. Loss
values observed during omnidirectional model training for these different
initialization schemes showed another clear benefit for the radial patch
pretrained model. Both the ImageNet and randomly initialized models
had high initial losses during training whereas the self-supervised pretrained model started at a lower loss and a steadier convergence. While
still behind the best ImageNet pretrained model for evaluation accuracy,
the self-supervised pretraining scheme shows promising results for train-
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Chapter 6

Future Work
Full integration with robot navigation stack through probabilistic filtering (particle filter in a similar manner to the method shown by Xu et
al. [31] or a Kalman filter). Expansion to several aisles, aisle endcaps,
and eventually the entire warehouse environment will be required to perform full warehouse localization. A reduction in the localization resolution to improve scalability resulting in fewer classes may be necessary
to keep the model parameter count manageable. Utilizing the regression
architecture for localization would be another viable alternative as no
additional weights would be required for additional warehouse coverage.
Further iteration on the multimodal architecture is required as the current performance falls behind that of the omnidirectional camera alone.
Multimodal model performance improvements could be seen through fur-
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ther expansion of sensor dropout to support unique dropout likelihoods
for different modalities. Additionally, experiments with self-supervision
across multiple modalities may help to explicitly establish relations between sensor features and reduce the reliance on omnidirectional image
data. Migration to full-scale forktruck. New data will likely need to be
collected as the mounting position for the omnidirectional camera differs between the platforms. Additional unlabelled data may need to be
collected on the forktruck platform as well.
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